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3303 N. MCDonald St.
McKinney, TX 75071
800.804.1757 phone
972.542.4881 fax

Submit to MCD

Screen Door Pull-up Shade
Measuring Instructions and
Order Form

To determine what Screen Door Pull-up Shade style you need, look at the examples below and pick out the
style that best matches the frame on your screen door and write that letter in the form below.
*

* Note: The lower shaded area in style F can not be covered by the shade. Measure width with door closed.

Measure the indicated areas of the screen door frame. Example: If your screen door frame shape is style A,
you would write style “A” on the form below and then include measurements for 1 and 2 and radius 1 (R1) on
the form. Measure the outside of the frame to the outside of the frame. For an example, see photo of Style
A. For Styles A and D, use the radius template on this page to determine the door curvature.
1) Choose the style that matches your screen door.
A
Style (A, B, C, D, E, F) ______
2) Measurements for above style
Measurement 1 ___________
27"
MCD Screen Door Pull-up Shade
Measurement 2 ___________
25"
Measurement 3 ___________ (Style “C, D, E or F” Only)
Measurement 4 ___________ (Style “C, D, or F” Only)
Radius: Style A (R1) ______
Style D (R1) ______ (R2)______
6.0
Housing Color: Black
MCD ClearView Black Solar (day) Screen is standard. For any other shade material,
such as MCD 100% light-blocking (night) vinyl, call MCD for options.
Note: You will see at the top of the photo the night shade which is mounted to the
coach wall and is a separate product from the Screen Door Pull-up Shade. The Screen
Door Shade attaches to the door and moves with the door for ease of exiting/entering.

Customer Information

Customer Name: Your Name Here
Telephone #:
Coach Year:

Radius Measurement
Template
6.0
5.5
4.5
3.5

Coach Make:
Coach Model:
STYLE “A”
SDPUS-030714

Order Number

____________

